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Discover the real-world impact of Queen Mary research

Explore our latest case studies    
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Come and visit us at a UCAS Fair near you
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Scholarships of up to £4,000 for eligible students
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Upcoming events
Explore all upcoming events Take a campus tour 

	30April
Prof Cédric John’s Inaugural Lecture at QMUL (DERI) 
6:00 PM - 7:30 PM

More detailsabout Prof Cédric John’s Inaugural Lecture at QMUL (DERI)  
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Professor Kathryn Yusoff selected to represent the UK at the 19th International Architecture Exhibition at La Biennale di Venezia 2025
news3 April 2024
[image: A chick. Credit: Pixabay.]

Chicks prove vision and touch linked at birth
news3 April 2024

Analysing the evidence: an interview with Professor Amrita Ahluwalia
news8 April 2024
Queen Mary partners with the London Medical Exchange to broaden access to its postgraduate education offerings across China
news8 April 2024
Queen Mary in top 20 Universities targeted by leading employers 
news5 April 2024
View all news
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            Explore our campuses

    
            At Queen Mary, you get the safety and security of campus life, while living in one of the most exciting parts of London.
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            Student life



        When you study at Queen Mary, you get to be part of a friendly and inclusive global community.
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            Accommodation



        We provide a range of affordable accommodation on or near our campuses in Mile End, Whitechapel and Charter House Square.
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            International students



        With students from over 160 countries, Queen Mary is one of the most internationally diverse institutions in the world.



        
            
                
        
        Join Queen Mary as an international student

        
        
        
         

        

            
                

            
        
        

    


	



				

		


    
        
            Research for change

            Our academics are part of a lively and supportive research community. The outcomes of our research are felt around the world.
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            Queen Mary research confirms that HPV vaccine could 'nearly eliminate' cervical cancer

            The vaccine Gardasil 9 protects against nine types of the human papilloma virus (HPV), seven of which cause around 90 per cent of all cervical cancers.
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                        Professor Jack Cuzick, FRS FMedSci, FRCP (Hon)
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                    Our Alumni

                    Teni Gogo shares how her History degree reinforced her passion for the subject
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                    Microplastics project examines the impact on our health
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                    Anjana Nair, Senior Communications Officer (Research)
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                A Russell Group university with a difference

            
	
                14th

                In the world

                for quality of research (THE World University Ranking 2024)


            
	
                5th

                In the UK

                for quality of research (THE World University Ranking 2024)
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          Contact the university

Queen Mary University of London

          Mile End Road

          London E1 4NS

          +44 (0) 20 7882 5555
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